
Leverage myFocus Office and completely revolutionize the 
way you manage your restaurant. With myFocus Office, 
you can gain access to all the tools you need for superior 
restaurant management on-the-go. 

At Focus, we understand that you can’t always be in the 
office 24/7. myFocus Office allows you to take control over 
your business no matter where you are, by giving you the 
power to do anything from the cloud that you previously 
could only do locally. 

Give yourself the convenience of mobility and flexibility. 
Make menu changes, add employees, and edit time cards 
right from the cloud, anytime, and anywhere, on any 
internet-connected device.

Single-Store to Enterprise-Level Management

No matter what size your business is, myFocus Office is capable of providing detailed and real-time data and functionality. This 
means it can scale with you as you grow, and provide better visibility and remote access to granular store data, all the way up to 
enterprise-level configuration and management, all from the cloud.

myFocus Office
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Edit Employee Timecards from Anywhere

Just because you’re not in the office doesn’t mean you have to give up your control over labor management. Receive a call while 
not in office from an employee who needs payroll adjusted? You can manage and edit your employee timecard right from the 
cloud. Need to look up payroll information? Just open the myFocus Office program and access any data you need. With myFocus 
Office, you can keep a finger on the pulse of your labor and easily manage your payroll at any time. 

Make Menu Changes from Your Home Office

Where will you be when inspiration strikes? Chances are, you won’t always be in the 
office. Whether you are at home reading up on menu trends, or across the world 
trying different cuisine, you can update your menu to feature weekly 
specials, drink menu changes, or a new take on an old favorite 
right from the cloud.

Pull Labor and Sales Reports

Want even more insight? Need to view your labor and sales reports 
from your home office? myFocus Central has you covered! With 
myFocus Central, you can get a better look into your operations and view 
detailed data on sales, labor, costs, and much more from any internet-
connected device. Don’t keep yourself glued to the office just because you 
think it’s the only way to get things done. Run your business more effectively 
wherever you are.  
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